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same with me and the giants. i think part of that is the difference in schedules: 16 game regular seasons in the nfl, where every game matters, followed by a
single-elimination playoff. i watch every giants game in full every season.i started watching the knicks again with the linsanity business, but if i miss a game
or part of one, i dont sweat it. lots of regular season games, so each is less meaningful on its own than one nfl game. then, if they get to the playoffs, there
will be those ridiculous best-of-seven series designed to squeeze as much out of gate receipts and tv ads as possible. sometimes less is more. one thing i
think we can all agree on is everybody loves music.you cant watch anything on tv (or on internet ads for that reason) without hearing music playing in the
background. when it comes to making your own videos it is tempting to want to insert music into your videos even if its just a few seconds worth, or half a
song, or a bit of a melody.the point of this blog is to be careful in what songs you are using, and how much of a song you are using.again, for the most part, if
you are using music of a third party for commercial purposes, the most prudent position is to get a license or consent from the creator/writer of the music so
that you can avoid legal issues that do nothing but hamper your project and expose your company to a potentially costly copyright lawsuit.trust me, there
are many different levels of copyright bullies and in this day and age you never know who is going to come after you and how aggressive they are going to
be meaning how much money they might be demanding for the simplest things like downloading a movie on a torrent website, or using a copyrighted photo
on their website, or using a piece of song in their corporate videos.
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